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Torture and Inhumane Punishment of
United States Citizens in Saudi Arabia
and the United States Government's
Failure to Act
By JACQUELINE M. YoUNG*
Member of the Class of 1993
I. INTRODUCTION
From 1974 to 1983 Saudi Arabia experienced a major oil boom.'
Resulting oil revenues led to the rapid urbanization of Saudi Arabia.2
This urbanization created many jobs and prompted the importation of
millions of foreign workers Lured by the promise of employment, at
least 300,000 American expatriates made Saudi Arabia their home
4
At last count, between 40,0005 and 65,0006 American citizens were
living in Saudi Arabia.
As residents of Saudi Arabia, American expatriates must accept
and adjust to the Saudi way of life. Unfortunately, for some Ameri-
cans living in Saudi Arabia, part of this adjustment includes experienc-
ing the Saudi system of criminal punishment.
The Saudi Arabian criminal law system is rooted in traditional
Islamic law, a harsh system of punishment by Western standards.
Drinkers of wine are flogged, 7 thieves' hands are cut off,' and adulter-
* B.A. University of California, Berkeley, 1990.
1. Problems Confronting American Businessmen in Saudi Arabia: Hearing Before the
Subcomm. on Europe and the Middle East of the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 100th
Cong., 1st Sess. 142 (1987) (testimony of James B. Kelly, Deputy Asst. Secretary, Africa,
The Near East, South Asia, Dept. of Commerce) [hereinafter 1987 Hearing].
2. Lisa Beyer, Lifting the Veil, TIME, Sept. 24, 1990, at 38.
3. Id
4. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 95 (testimony of Stan Patterson).
5. Id at 142 (testimony of James B. Kelly).
6. Judith Miller, Americans in Saudi Prisons Say They Are Being Abused, N.Y.
TnMES, Oct. 17, 1983, at Al.
7. Mmui mao L SmDIOI, THE PnAL LAW OF IsLet 52 (1979).
8. SYED Y. SHAH, IsLAMic JuspRUDENcm rN TrHE Li"rr or "m QuRiN AND THE
SuNNAH 95 (1971).
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ers are executed.9 Such severe punishments are deemed necessary to
guarantee the purity of the Islamic faith. Still, according to Amnesty
International, such forms of punishment are "cruel, inhuman, and de-
grading," and thus prohibited by international law.10
The punishments doled out in accordance with Islamic law are
not the only human rights violations within the criminal law system of
Saudi Arabia. Torture, a clear human rights violation in any form, is
commonplace within the prisons of Saudi Arabia. In fact, many
American prisoners who are awaiting trial have been victims of brutal
torture while in Saudi Arabian prisons.
This Note will address the Saudi penal system as it relates to
American citizens. Part II will provide a general overview of the
traditional Islamic system of criminal punishment as applied in Saudi
Arabia. Part III will examine Saudi Arabia's approach in applying
Islamic punishment to American citizens. Part IV will present several
documented cases of torture inflicted on American expatriates in
Saudi Arabian prisons. Part V will then address the United States
government's failure to intervene when American citizens' human
rights are violated both through torture and through the application of
strict Islamic punishment. Finally, Part VI will explore the possible
ways the United States government can persuade the Saudi govern-
ment to treat more humanely those American expatriates who fall
prey to the penal system of Saudi Arabia.
H. SAUDI ARABIA: A TRADITIONAL ISLAMIC
SYSTEM OF CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT
Saudi Arabia is a traditional Islamic monarchy." As such, Sharia
law, the law of Islam, governs the society's social, economic, and polit-
ical life, as well as its administration of justice.
12
Those who are convicted of crimes in Saudi Arabia face the inflic-
tion of Islamic punishment. Depending on the crime, the teachings of
Islam may require extremely severe punishments, such as floggings,
amputations, or death by beheading. Indeed, many of the crimes and
most of the corresponding punishments prescribed by Islamic law are
9. MUSTAFA A. KARA, THE PHILOSOPHY OF PUNISHMENT IN ISLAMIC LAW 151
(1977).
10. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, 1984 AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL REPORT, 359-60,
11. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 128 (testimony of Marion V. Creekmore).
12. Id.
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foreign to those American citizens accustomed to the United States
system of criminal justice.
In Saudi Arabia, there are recently documented cases of con-
victed thieves who are marched to the town square where an awaiting
crowd watches as the thieves' hands are ceremoniously cut off. 3
There are also reports of couples who were caught committing adul-
tery and subsequently stoned to death. 4 Though the majority of the
world attacks this system of punishment as archaic and barbaric, it is
indisputably an effective deterrent to crime.'5
A. Islamic Criminal Law
The various acknowledged crimes under Islamic law are sepa-
rated into three categories of offenses: hudud offenses, quesas of-
fenses, and ta'azir offenses.' 6 Hudud offenses are deemed crimes
against God because they violate a right protected by the Koran,' 7
while quesas offenses are deemed crimes against the person.'8 The
corresponding punishments for both hudud and quesas offenses are
specified in either the Koran or the Sunnah.19 Ta'azir offenses are
simply those crimes which do not have specified penalties in either the
Koran or the SunnahYm
1. Hudud Offenses
There are seven distinct hudud offenses.21 The Koran specifies
those offenses and their corresponding punishments3z The judge has
no discretion as to the punishment imposed23 and must adhere to the
strict guidelines of the Koran.
13. Beyer, supra note 2, at 38.
14. Id.
15. Sam S. Souryal, The Role of Sharlah Law in Deterring Criminality in Saudi Arabia,
12 INT'L J. CoMP. & AIPrxPu CRiM. JusT. 1, 7 (1988) (citing Report of the Secretary Gen-
eral on Crime Prevention and Control, at 9, U.N. Report AI32/199 (1977)).
16. Ahmad Abd al-Aziz al-Alfi, Punishment in Islamic Criminal Law, in THE IsLAsuc
CRminNrAL Jusncn SYSnM 227 (M. Cherif Bassiouni ed., 1982) [hereinafter Bassiouni].




21. Bassiouni, supra note 16, at 227.
22. Id. at 228.
23. Id.
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Theft is one of the seven enumerated hudud offenses and is de-
fined as "the taking of someone else's property by stealth." 24 The
Koranic verse expressly states that "[a]s for thieves, both male and
female, cut off their hands. It is recompense of their own deeds, an
exemplary punishment from Allah... ."' Elements of the theft to be
considered before enforcing the punishment are the value of the prop-
erty stolen,26 the custody of the stolen property prior to the theft,
2 7
and whether the criminal has committed prior thefts. 28 For a thief to
be punished, the item stolen must value at least ten dirhams.29 The
teachings of Islamic law further require that, before conviction, the
court must find that the property was in its proper place at the time of
the theft." Finally, the type of amputation performed depends on
whether the convicted thief has stolen on prior occasions. For a first
offense, only the right hand is amputated.3 The amputation of the
right hand is tantamount to ostracism because under Islam the right
hand is used for eating and the left for personal hygiene.32 For a sec-
ond offense, the left foot is amputated.33 For the third and fourth
thefts, the left hand and right foot are amputated, respectively.34
A second hudud offense is called zina, which describes sexual in-
tercourse between a man and a woman without legal right.35 Sexual
intercourse without legal right is sexual intercourse outside of mar-
riage. The Koran requires that "[t]he committers of zina, male and
female, flog each of them with a hundred stripes and do not let pity
for the two withhold you from obedience to God, if you believe in
God and the Day of Judgment. And let a party of believers witness
their punishment. ' 36 The punishment actually performed depends
upon whether the committers of zina are married to others (adultery),
24. MOHAMED S. EL-AWA, PUNISHMENT IN ISLAMIC LAW: A COMPARATIVE STUDY
3 (1982).
25. Id. at 2 (quoting Koran V:38).
26. Id. at 3.
27. Id.
28. KARA, supra note 9, at 160.
29. EL-AwA, supra note 24, at 3.
30. Id. at 6.
31. KARA, supra note 9, at 160.
32. Malcolm Davidson, Two Americans Freed in Pakistan after Amputation Appeal,
The Reuters Library Report, Oct. 14, 1991, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, LBYRPT
File.
33. KARA, supra note 9, at 160.
34. Id.
35. EL-AwA, supra note 24, at 14.
36. Id. at 14 (quoting Koran XXIV:2).
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or unmarried (fornication). 7 The punishment for fornication is one
hundred lashes. 38 The generally enforced punishment for adultery,
however, is the more severe penalty of death by stoning? 9
Another hudud offense is false accusation of unchastity, namely
an unproved allegation that an individual committed zina.40 "And
those who accuse honourable women but do not bring four witnesses,
flog them with eighty stripes and never again accept their testimony.
They are indeed evil-doers, except those who afterwards repent and
make amends."'" The punishment for the accuser is therefore eighty
lashes and destruction of his or her future credibility in the commu-
nity.4' For a false accuser to be convicted under Islamic law, the accu-
sation must be clear and unambiguous. 3 A mere insinuation will not
amount to an offense." Furthermore, if the false accuser repents, he
or she will be spared punishment.4 s
The drinking of wine is yet another enumerated hudud offense.
4 6
"He who drinks wine, whip him."47 The punishment is eighty lashes.48
The Islamic community considers apostasy, the voluntary renun-
ciation of Islam,49 one of the most egregious of the enumerated hudud
offenses. "Whoever changes his religion, kill him.' '50 The punishment
of death is carried out by a ceremonial beheading.5 '
The seventh and final hudud offense is armed robbery.5 2 Armed
robbery is defined as the "waiting by the way (or highway) to steal
travellers' property by force. '5 3 "The only recompense for those who
make war upon God and His Messenger and strive after corruption in
the land will be that they will be killed, or crucified, or have their
hands and feet cut off on alternate sides, or will be expelled from the
37. LippMAN, supra note 17, at 46.
38. KARA, supra note 9, at 151.
39. Id.
40. EL-AWA, supra note 24, at 20.
41. Id. (quoting Surah XXIV, 4-5).
42. LpPMAN, supra note 17, at 46.
43. EL-AWA, supra note 24, at 21.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 23.
46. SmDIOI, supra note 7, at 51-52.
47. LipMAN, supra note 17, at 47.
48. ILd.; SmIDi, supra note 7, at 52.
49. LipPMAN, supra note 17, at 48.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 42. "Females are not executed, but are imprisoned until they renounce their
views and return to Islam." Id. at 48.
52. SMDIOT, supra note 7, at 51-52.
53. EL-AwA, supra note 24, at 8.
1993l
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land."54 The punishment differs depending on whether a homicide re-
suited from the robbery. Where homicide results, the robber is killed
by beheading and his body is displayed in crucifixion-like form.55
Where no homicide results, the robber's right hand and left foot are
amputated. 6
2. Quesas Offenses
The quesas offenses and their corresponding punishments are
enumerated in the Koran. The quesas offenses are in a separate cate-
gory from the hudud offenses because quesas are considered crimes
against the person and thus grant the victim or the victim's heirs total
control over whether the punishment is enforced.5 7 In one case, clem-
ency appeals from the family of an Irish nurse murdered in Saudi Ara-
bia helped to save the lives of a British engineer and his wife who
were convicted of the killing.58 In another case, two Saudi brothers
waited in prison for ten years for the son of their victim to come of
age.59 When he did, he demanded revenge and the two were be-
headed shortly thereafter.60
Homicide is a quesas offense.
o ye who believe! The law of equality is prescribed to you in cases
of murder: The free for the free, the slave for the slave, the woman
for the woman. But if any remission is made by the brother of the
slain, then grant any reasonable demand, and compensate him with
handsome gratitude.
61
This is basically the "eye for an eye" doctrine with one significant vari-
ation: the victim's family has the final say regarding the actual penalty
enforced.
Islam recognizes various levels of homicide.62 Murder is the will-
ful or deliberate killing of another with a weapon o:r instrument con-
sidered lethal.63 The advised punishment is retaliation by punishment
of death or compensation to heirs of the victim and forfeiture of any
54. Id. (V:33-34).
55. SmDioi, supra note 7, at 52.
56. Id.
57. Bassiouni, supra note 16, at 227.
58. Ashraf Fouad, Steep Rise in Public Beheadings in Saudi Arabia, REUTERs Lin.
RaE., May 18, 1989, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, LBYRPT ile.
59. Id.
60. Id.
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right to inheritance from the victim.r Killing with an instrument not
recognized as a weapon is considered voluntary manslaughter.65 Pun-
ishment for voluntary manslaughter is religious expiation, atonement
through acts such as fasting, giving alms to the poor, the freeing of
slaves, the payment of blood money to the victim's heirs, and the for-
feiture of any right to inheritance from the victim.66 Finally, there is
homicide by misadventure or mistake and homicide by intermediate
cause. Homicide by misadventure occurs when the act of one person
inadvertently results in the death of another.67 Punishment may in-
clude the freeing of a Muslim slave or fasting for two months plus
payment of compensation and forfeiture of the right to any inheri-
tance from the victim.6 Homicide by intermediate cause is the killing
by intentionally setting in motion a lethal chain of events, though the
death of the victim was in no way intended or foreseeable. 69 The cor-
responding punishment is compensation to the victim's heirs and loss
of any right to inheritance from the victim. 0
Infliction of bodily injury is another recognized quesas offense.
"Life for life, eye for eye, nose for nose, ear for ear, tooth for tooth,
and wounds equal for equal."71 Where the bodily injury inflicted can
be duplicated with precision, the perpetrator will suffer the same harm
that his or her victim suffered. 2 In the event that the injury cannot be
duplicated, however, the perpetrator will be forced to pay
compensation.73
3. Ta'azir Offenses
Ta'azir offenses are those acts which are generally recognized as
crimes but whose punishments are not enumerated in the KoranY4
The judges are allowed considerable discretion in selecting the appro-
priate punishment for a ta'azir offense 75 The judge will consider the
seriousness of the offense, the offender's background, and the public
64. I.








73. Id. at 51-52.
74. Bassiouni, supra note 16, at 227.
75. SmrDoI, supra note 7, at 52.
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interest in deterring such conduct.76 The range of punishments are set
out in the Koran,77 though the punishment is ultimately chosen by the
judge.7' The punishments include, but are not limited to, reprimand,
threats, boycott, public disclosure of the offense, fines, imprisonment,
flogging, and the death penalty.
79
There are four general instances in which ta'azir punishments are
implemented by an Islamic judge. 0 One instance where ta'azir is
used is in the punishment of acts which are essentially hudud or
quesas offenses but which, for some reason, do not meet the require-
ments for their enumerated punishments. 81 Theft of an item of insuf-
ficient value, attempted adultery, or attempted assault are such
instances.82 A second area where ta'azir punishments are enforced
are for criminal offenses normally punished by hudud but, because of
extenuating circumstances or doubt, are instead punished according to
ta'azir.8 3 Illustrations of this use of ta'azir include theft among rela-
tives and crimes where conviction failed because there were insuffi-
cient witnesses. 4 Thirdly, ta'azir punishments are implemented
where particular acts are condemned by the Islamic faith or are con-
trary to the public welfare but do not fall under the limited list of
hudud or quesas offenses.8 5 For example, the consumption of pork,
false testimony, and fortune telling are condemned by the Islamic
faith and are punished according to ta'azir8 6 The final area where
ta'azir punishments are implemented are for those acts which violate
Islamic normsY Obscenity, provocative dress, and a wife's refusal to
obey her husband are thus generally subject to punishment under
ta'azir penalties.88
B. Additions to Traditional Islamic Law in Saudi Arabia
The only apparent major difference between the system of crimi-
nal punishment in Saudi Arabia and the general Islamic system of
76. LIPPMAN, supra note 17, at 53.
77. Id.
78. Bassiouni, supra note 16, at 227.
79. LIPPMAN, supra note 17, at 53.






86. Id. at 52-53.
87. Id. at 53.
88. Id.
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criminal punishment as outlined above is that Saudi Arabia recently
incorporated drug traffickers, drug dealers, and drug abusers among
its criminals eligible for severe punishment.89 Under the Koran, "pol-
luters of the Holy Land and the purity of living... must be punished
for their crimes by decapitation, crucifixion or amputation of the
limbs."' In 1987, Saudi Arabia's supreme religious body, the Council
of Ulemas, unanimously ruled that drug users, dealers, and traffickers
were polluters under the Koran and, therefore, "can be condemned to
the harshest penalty of public decapitation by the royal
executioner." 91
III. SAUDI ARABIA'S STRICT SYSTEM
OF PUNISHMENT AND ITS APPLICATION
TO AMERICANS IN SAUDI ARABIA
Of the 65,000 Americans living in Saudi Arabia,9 some have al-
ready violated and others will eventually violate the laws of Saudi
Arabia. In many instances, the American violators do not even real-
ize their acts are against Saudi law. This is most commonly the case
when Americans are convicted of drinking wine. More often, how-
ever, the expatriates are aware that their actions are illegal, but are
unaware of the severe consequences. At times, Saudi Arabia will
forego enforcement of the Islamic advocated punishments and will in-
stead deport the foreign criminal.93 Nevertheless, there are numerous
reports of foreigners being subjected to the same punishment for their
criminal actions as would a Saudi citizen.
A. Leniency for Some
The Public Law of Saudi Arabia is said to relieve the non-Muslim
from the traditional hudud penalties for offenses not prohibited by
that non-Muslim's religion.94 This purported leniency toward foreign-
ers stems from both Islamic tradition and Saudi policy.95 According
to Islamic tradition, the non-Muslims of the peninsula entered into a
89. Id.
90. Saudi Arabia: Introduction of Capital Punishment for Drug Abuse, BBC Summary
of World Broadcasts, May 12, 1987, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, BBCSWB File.
91. Id.
92. Miller, supra note 6, at Al.
93. James P. Piscatori, Islam and the International Legal Order The Case of Saudi
Arabia 346 (1976) (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Virginia).
94. Id
95. Id at 354.
1993]
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covenant with the Prophet by which they gained protection and cer-
tain rights in return for their guaranteed loyalty to the community.
96
Islamic tradition thus advocates different treatment and special pro-
tection of foreigners. Furthermore, "protection of the foreigner, even
special treatment for the foreigner, are ingrained in the Saudi Arabian
value set."'
Pursuant to this value set, there have been many reported acts of
leniency by the Saudi government toward foreigners who have broken
the law. The most common law broken by foreigners is the anti-drink-
ing law. For instance, in 1987, eighty-seven foreigners were arrested
following a raid of a party in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, where alcohol was
served.98 Of the eighty-seven arrested, twenty-eight were British
nurses, flight attendants, businessmen, and engineers; twenty-seven
were Canadian flight attendants; some were American; and several
were Filipino nurses.99 The punishment for drinking wine under the
strict Saudi Islamic law is eighty lashes. The punishment actually re-
ceived by the foreigners, however, was a short stay in jail.10" Upon
payment of bail, the foreigners were released and most were ordered
to leave the country immediately. 101
Another example of leniency toward foreigners involved a crime
which carried a punishment of death. Though there are no details
available, a non-Muslim husband and wife committed "a particularly
grievous offense which carried the punishment of death by be-
heading."1"2 The actual punishment they incurred was brief imprison-
ment followed by house arrest and eventual deportation.10 3 Another
case involved an American construction worker who sodomized a
young Saudi boy."° The punishment for such an act under Islamic
law is death. When the American Consul arranged for the hasty and
96. Id. at 336.
97. 1d.
98. Saudi Arabian Police Hold Foreigners after Party in Jeddah, REUTERS Li. RvP.,
Aug. 18, 1987, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, LBYRPT File; Saudi Arabian Police
Release 28 Britons and 25 Canadians, REUTERs LIB. REP., Aug. 19, 1987, available in
LEXIS, Nexis Library, LBYRPT File.
99. Saudi Arabian Police Hold Foreigners after Party in Jeddah, supra note 98; Saudi
Arabian Police Release 28 Britons and 25 Canadians, supra note 98.
100. Saudi Arabian Police Hold Foreigners after Party in Jeddah, supra note 98; Saudi
Arabian Police Release 28 Britons and 25 Canadians, supra note 98.
101. Saudi Arabian Police Hold Foreigners after Party in Jeddah, supra note 98; Saudi
Arabian Police Release 28 Britons and 25 Canadians, supra note 98.
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illegal departure of the American, the Saudi government offered no
opposition to his exit. 0 s
B. Strict Islamic Punishment for Others
Although there are reported instances of leniency by the Saudi
Arabian government, numerous reports also claim Americans have
received strict Islamic punishments. According to Ibrahim al-Awaji,
the Deputy Minister of Interior of Saudi Arabia, "Americans here
must understand that they are not in the United States... The law is
the law here, and it applies to all. We intend to enforce it."1°6 An
example of this policy is the punishment received by Jack Huissen, an
American teacher. Huissen was sentenced in June 1990 to receive 160
lashes, seventy for alcohol consumption and ninety for reasons not
disclosed to him.' 7 Prior to his release in August, he received ninety
lashes.10 8
Beyond the few reported examples of Americans receiving severe
punishments under Islamic law in Saudi Arabia, general discussions
on the matter imply that these are not isolated incidences. According
to a panelist on World News Tonight with Peter Jennings, "thieves
have their hands cut off and for lesser crimes the Saudis use public
whippings - four Americans have been flogged."'' 9 Although there
have been some acts of leniency by the Saudi government, reports
persist that some Americans in Saudi Arabia are punished in strict
adherence to the teachings of Islamic law.
IV. TORTURE OF AMERICANS IN SAUDI PRISONS
Strict application of Islamic prescribed punishment is not the only
worry of Americans entangled in the Saudi criminal law system.
Those Americans who are imprisoned while awaiting their fate are
also in grave danger of torture by Saudi officials." 0
The evidentiary rules of Saudi Arabia generally require either
two witnesses or an oral confession for a conviction in a criminal
105. Id. at 354.
106. Miller, supra note 6, at Al.
107. AmNESTY INTmRNAnONAL, 1991 AMNESTY INTMRNATONAL REPORT 197.
108. Id
109. World News Tonight with Peter Jennings (ABC television broadcast, Feb. 1, 1991).
110. On average, "20 to 60 Americans are in jail at any one time in [Saudi Arabia],
charged with a variety of offenses." Miller, supra note 6, at Al.
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case.' Although such strict evidentiary requirements should weigh
in favor of the accused, such is not the case. Rather, this strict eviden-
tiary requirement prompts routine use of various torture treatments
by prison officials." 2 According to several former detainees, in the
absence of witnesses, the risk of ill-treatment during detention in-
creases.' Under the evidentiary requirements, when there are no
witnesses, Saudi officials must obtain a confession to secure a convic-
tion." 4 If a detainee refuses to confess, Saudi officials will often use
torture to force the confession. 15
Saudi officials use a variety of excruciatingly painful torture treat-
ments to obtain confessions from their prisoners. In some cases, de-
tainees are reportedly forced to do deep knee bends with a rod
strapped to the back of their knees.'1 6 This causes the knees to crack
and the joints to separate." 7 Another popular form of torture report-
edly used in Saudi prisons is beating the bare soles of the detainees'
feet with wire cables or wooden rods "until their feet bleed and their
toe nails are raised.""' 8 Other reported forms of torture include clap-
ping hands on detainees' ears to the point of damaging their ear
drums, forcing detainees to alternately stand up and sit down twenty-
four hours a day, totally immersing the detainees in drums full of cold
water, and administering electric shock treatments.1 19
At a hearing in 1987 before the House Subcommittee on Europe
and the Middle East of the Committee on Foreign Affairs ("1987
Hearing"), several American citizens testified about the torture they
endured while prisoners in Saudi Arabia.x2 ° Scott Nelson testified
that he was living and working in Saudi Arabia when he was taken
111. U.S. Dept. of State, Dept. of State Dispatch, 1990 Human Rights Report, Saudi
Arabia, Feb. 1, 1991, available in LEXIS, World Library, DSTATE File (hereinafter 1990
Human Rights Report).
112. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 77 (testimony of Larry Garber, Acting Director,
International Human Rights Group).
113. AMN sY INTERNATIONAL, supra note 10, at 359.
114. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 77 (testimony of Larry Garber).
115. Id. at 21-22, 42, 64 (testimony of Scott Nelson, statement of rames Smrkovski, and
testimony of Harry Ramsey).
116. Id. at 86 (testimony of Larry Garber).
117. Id. at 63 (testimony of Henry S.Ramsey).
118. Id. at 86 (statement of Larry Garber).
119. Id.
120. Id. at 13-15, 21-23, 30-32, 62-65 (testimony of Sam J. Bamieh, Scott Nelson, Lt.
Lonnie L. Smrkovski, and Henry S. Ramsey).
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into custody, shackled, and put into a small cell.12 1 According to Mr.
Nelson, that is when the beatings began:'2
Four men then entered the cell; one man slapped me in the face,
breaking my glasses. Another then punched me in the back of the
neck and lower back. IWo of the men held my feet while another
pulled my shoes off and beat my feet with bamboo canes approxi-
mately one quarter inch in diameter.12
The beating lasted for about thirty to thirty-five minutes." 4 Water
was then thrown on his face and the beatings went on for another
fifteen to twenty minutes." No one spoke any English to Mr. Nelson
during the ordeal.- 6 He was never informed of any charges against
him." When Mr. Nelson was finally able to meet with a translator
from the hospital, he was told to sign anything he was asked to sign or
the beatings would continue."-8 Mr. Nelson then signed a statement
which was presented to him.
129
James Smrkovski, an American citizen, was also a victim of brutal
torture in the prisons of Saudi Arabia. On the night of August 22,
1985, Mr. Smrkovski was arrested at his home in Jeddah, Saudi Ara-
bia- 30 He was then taken blind-folded to an unknown location and
placed in a bare cell.' 31 For the next four days he was repeatedly
questioned about his knowledge of false passports, espionage, and the
"Mafia's" role in smuggling arms, drugs, and alcohol into Saudi Ara-
bia. 32 Mr. Smrkovski refused to answer the questions. 33 He then
spent the next six months in a tiny mosquito-infested cell.134 Mr.
Smrkovski stated that during that six months he was "forced to main-
tain uncomfortable body positions or do knee bends till [sic] fully ex-
hausted, [and] subjected to humiliation, death threats, beatings,
electric shocks, and at one point even mutilation of six toenails."'135






127. Id. at 21-23.
128. Id at 21-22.
129. Id. at 22.





135. Id at 42.
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His Saudi interrogators ultimately forced him to sign a confession with
his thumbprint. 36 Since the confession was written entirely in Arabic,
Mr. Smrkovski had no idea what he was signing.13 7 When he finally
appeared before a judge, he learned that he was being charged with
selling alcohol for the Mafia.1 38 He was warned by the chief interro-
gator not to object to the charges.139 During the remainder of his 454
days in captivity, he continued to be tortured both physically and psy-
chologically. 40 On one occasion, a guard kicked him with his combat
boots and sprayed Raid insect spray in his face for turning out a light
and trying to talk to another captive down the hall. 14 1
Henry S. Ramsey was the final Saudi torture victim to testify at
the 1987 Hearing. On April 6, 1981, Mr. Ramsey joined Arab-Ameri-
can Corporation (ARAMCO) as a Senior Planning and Programs An-
alyst. 42 He received two grade promotions in two years and had an
unblemished record.14 On December 30, 1985, Mr. Ramsey was arbi-
trarily arrested at Dhahran International Airport and accused of drug
smuggling. 144 Mr. Ramsey to this day "vehemently insist[s] that those
charges were and are completely false." 45
During his first night of prison, Mr. Ramsey experienced a prel-
ude of the tortuous treatment to come. When he tried to go to sleep
on the floor of the Drug Interrogation Center, a guard kicked his an-
kles and legs each hour during the night to prevent him from sleep-
ing.1 46 During the next day, Mr. Ramsey was interrogated extensively
by Saudi officials.' 47 Mr. Ramsey continually denied any involvement
in the smuggling of drugs. 48
Following the interrogation, the prison guards continued to tor-
ture Mr. Ramsey. They attached a dowel behind the bend of Mr.
Ramsey's knees with what appeared to be a small rope.' 49 The dowel
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and one-half inches in diameter.150 The rope was drawn so tight that
the blood vessels in Mr. Ramsey's legs were greatly enlarged.151 The
two guards then grabbed Mr. Ramsey and forced him to do deep knee
bends.'52 As he bent down, he could hear his knees crack and could
feel the joints separating. 5 Although this caused Mr. Ramsey ex-
treme pain he was forced to repeat the procedure for approximately
ten to fifteen minutes until he finally collapsed.' 4
The two guards then carried Mr. Ramsey back to the interroga-
tor.155 He was threatened that if he did not sign the confession, there
would be "more [torture] treatment[s] available."' 56 Mr. Ramsey
then signed the confession to protect himself from further torture,
although the confession was written in Arabic and he could not read
it.
1 57
There are many other Americans who did not testify at the 1987
Hearing but have suffered similarly while imprisoned in Saudi jails.
Alvin L. Levine, an engineer who was working for the Arabian Amer-
ican Oil Company, claimed that, "Saudi prison guards had beaten him
on the kidneys with a rubber riot stick and had flogged the soles of his
feet with a splintered stick when he refused to confess to Saudi
charges against him."' 8 Similarly, when after six months in jail he still
refused to confess, Elmer Kudry, a materials supervisor for the Saudi-
American joint venture Fluor Arabia Ltd., was "thrown into an or-
ange padded cell [and] forced to listen for more than 36 hours to a
high-pitched piercing tone."'5 9
The brutal stories described above depict the type of torture in-
flicted on the American prisoners. These are not isolated incidences.
Rather, these stories are only representative of the seemingly routine
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V. UNITED STATES RESPONSIBILITIES
WITH RESPECT TO AMERICAN CITIZENS
IMPRISONED IN SAUDI ARABIA
Unfortunately, Saudi Arabia is not a party to any multilateral or
bilateral treaties with the United States concerning the prompt notifi-
cation of the arrest or detention of American citizens in Saudi Ara-
bia.160 As a result, Saudi Arabian officials generally do not notify
United States officials when an American citizen has been detained or
arrested. In fact, according to a Foreign Relations Adjustment Act
report critical of the Saudi handling of American prisoners, Saudi
Arabia has a general policy of not notifying the United States Consul
of arrestees who have been detained less than a week. 161 Rather, U.S.
officials generally learn of the arrest or detention of an American citi-
zen only when they are contacted by a friend, a family member, or the
employer of the detainee.1
62
Upon notification that an American citizen is being held by Saudi
officials, U.S. officials are required to aid the prisoner in a number of
ways. According to the Foreign Affairs Manual, the State Depart-
ment's internal guidelines, U.S. consular officers have the following
duties: visitation of prisoners; provision of the citizen with a list of
local attorneys and an explanation of the host country's criminal jus-
tice system; and, ultimately, official protest of any mistreatment.
When the consular officer has reason to believe that the arrest and
detention of any U.S. citizen involves physical abuse or denial of
human rights, it is "imperative" that prompt and comprehensive re-
ports are submitted to the State Department by priority telegram. 63
Furthermore, under the so-called Hostage Act, first enacted by
Congress in 1868, whenever the President is notified that an American
has been unjustly deprived of his liberty by a foreign government, the
President must demand from that government the reasons for such
imprisonment.' 4 If the reasons appear unjust, the President must de-
mand the release of the citizen.' 65 If the foreign government refuses
160. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 169 (statement of U.S. Representative Christopher
H. Smith).
161. Developments in the Middle East, Feb. 1990: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
Europe and the Middle East of the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 101st Cong., 2d Sess.
42 (1990) (statement of Chairman Lee Hamilton).
162. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 128.
163. Id. at 78.
164. Id. at 89 (statement of Larry Garber).
165. Id.
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to release the citizen, then the President must take some action, using
such means short of war as he may think necessary and proper to ob-
tain the release of the citizen.
166
Beyond the specifically expressed obligations of the consular of-
fice and President, the U.S. government also has certain unwritten ob-
ligations to protest human rights violations against American citizens.
There are certain minimum human rights standards recognized by the
international community. Under article 5 of the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights, "no one shall be subjected to torture or cruel
inhuman or degrading treatment of prisoners."'167 "One of the most
flagrant and continuing violations of human rights is torture."'16 Fur-
thermore, both amputations and floggings are forms of cruel, inhu-
man, and degrading punishment, and are thus prohibited under
international law.' 69 Both the torture treatments and the chosen
forms of punishment in Saudi Arabia are thus clear violations of inter-
national human rights standards. In discovering these international
human rights violations, the United States not only has the power, but
also the duty, to ensure that the violations do not continue.
VI. TILE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT'S FAILURE
TO PROTECT AMERICAN CITIZENS IN SAUDI
ARABIA
American citizens endure torture as well as floggings, amputa-
tions, and executions in Saudi Arabia, yet the United States govern-
ment refuses to intercede on their behalf. Although the U.S.
government has a fairly consistent practice of communicating its dis-
approval to countries that are violating human rights,170 it remains
166. id.
167. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, art. 5.
168. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 77 (statement by Assistant Secretary of State for
Human Rights Richard Schifter before the United Nations Commission on Human
Rights).
169. AMNESTy IrmRNATIONAL, supra note 10, at 359-60.
170. The United States' handling of Zaire in 1990 demonstrates this practice. In 1990,
although the Zaire government stated that torture was contrary to its laws and against its
official policy, in practice police and soldiers continually abused their authority by mis-
treating and severely beating prisoners. U.S. Dept. of State, Dept. of State Dispatch. 1990
Human Rights Report, Zaire, Feb. 1, 1991, available in LEXIS, World Library, DSTATE
File. Prisoners held on criminal charges were particularly subject to abuse. Id. In the fall
of 1990, in reaction to the Zaire government's reported corruption and brutality, Congress
cut off military aid to Zaire and required that all development assistance be dispensed
through non-governmental organizations. Zaire" Mobutu Readies New Ploy, AFRICA
NEws, Feb. 11, 1991, available in LEXIS, Nexis Library, AFRNWS File. In so doing, the
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mute where Saudi Arabia is the violator. According to three Ameri-
cans who fell prey to the Saudi Arabian system, "neither the United
States government nor the companies they worked for tried to pre-
vent their imprisonments, to stop physical abuse or to secure their
release.
'17 1
A. United States Government Inaction
The U.S. government's failure to protect its citizens is demon-
strated by both its lackluster attempts to protest the mistreatment of
American citizens in Saudi jails and its continued unwillingness to as-
sist American citizens who face the infliction of strict Islamic punish-
ment under the Saudi criminal law system.
In numerous instances where abuses have in all likelihood taken
place, the U.S. government fails to lodge formal protests against Saudi
Arabia. These failures to protest are in large part due to the restric-
tiveness of the protest procedures presently employed by the U.S.
Consul in Saudi Arabia. The number of protests actually made are
only a small fraction of the number of actual or reported incidences of
mistreatment. In some instances, mistreatment is not protested be-
cause the American citizen is too frightened to report the abuse to the
Consul. 72 In other situations, no protest is lodged because the Amer-
ican citizen reports the abuse but requests that the Consul refrain
from formal protest.173 Also, where the prisoner alleges abuse while
in prison, but is ultimately released and allowed to leave the country,
the Consular Office currently does not pursue a protest.174 Finally,
while an American citizen may report the abuse, the Consul may de-
termine that the allegation is not credible and therefore will not report
it to the Saudi government. 75 In all these situations, no protest is
made though there has been mistreatment.
The U.S. government's inaction is further demonstrated by its un-
willingness to take even the smallest measures to protect its citizens
when they face strict Islamic punishment. Sergeant Major Earnest W.
M. Sands is experiencing first hand this reluctance of his government.
United States sent a strong message to Zaire's dictator Mobutu Sese Seko that it would no
longer tolerate blatant human rights violations.
171. Miller, supra note 6, at Al.
172. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 175 (case of Sam Bamieh and James Smrkovski as
provided by Marion V. Creekmore).
173. Id. at 165 (testimony of John Adams, Director of Citizens Emergency Center,
Consular Affairs Bureau, Department of State).
174. Id. (statement of John Adams).
175. Id. at 174 (case of Scott J. Nelson as provided by Marion V. Creekmore).
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On July 18, 1991, Mr. Sands' wife was strangled to death.,76 Sands, a
United States employee in Saudi Arabia on a diplomatic passport, be-
came the object of investigation by the Saudis and according to the
U.S. Embassy is a prime suspect in the murder.177 If charged and con-
victed, Sands faces the death penalty. 78 "Inquiries by the Sands fam-
ily indicate that from the beginning Saudi officials were willing to give
jurisdiction to United States authorities in this case - and remain
willing."1 79 Furthermore, "jurists believe ample legal authority exists
to [take jurisdiction] under both the Uniform Code of Military Justice
and Army regulations."'8" Nevertheless, U.S. officials have made no
request for jurisdiction.' 8' The United States unwillingness to take
jurisdiction further demonstrates its general policy of inaction where
American citizens fall prey to the penal system of Saudi Arabia.
B. Justifications for the Inaction
The U.S. government is essentially turning its back on its citizens.
It has the power to effect change yet it does nothing to aid American
citizens tortured and inhumanely punished in Saudi Arabia. Various
justifications have been offered to explain this failure to act.
1. The Abuse Is Too Insignificant to Merit Action
One attempted justification of United States inaction is that,
given the large number of Americans living in Saudi Arabia, there are
relatively few reported cases of human rights abuse. In other words,
the number of human rights abuses are too insignificant to merit ac-
tion. This position was held by various U.S. officials present at the
1987 Hearing when confronted with the gruesome testimony of the
torture victims. For example, Stan Patterson, Director of the United
States Arab Chamber of Commerce, Inc., said that "[t]hese are excru-
ciating and agonizing descriptions that we have heard but they hardly
represent the typical [American experience in Saudi Arabia.]"'' 8
Similarly, Marion V. Creekmore, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Bureau of Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs of the Department
176. Jeane Kirkpatrick, American Citizen - Islamic Justice, WAsH. Posr, Oct. 28, 1991,
at A21.
177. Id.
178. LiP mAN, supra note 17, at 50.
179. Kirkpatrick, supra note 176, at A21.
180. Id
181. Id.
182. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 95.
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of State, stated that "[c]onsidering the tens of thousands of Americans
who reside in the country, or who visit each year, the number of com-
plaints that come to the Embassy's attention is very small." '183
Nevertheless, cases of Americans who are tortured in Saudi jails
and who endure barbaric Islamic punishment still exist. These unfor-
tunate Americans undoubtedly find little solace in knowing that the
majority of their fellow citizens living in Saudi Arabia avoid Saudi
torture and punishment. Although perhaps a relatively small number,
there are Americans being abused, and the United States has failed in
its duty to protect them.
2. Respect for Saudi Arabia as a Sovereign Nation
A further justification offered for the inaction of the United
States is that it has a duty to respect Saudi Arabia as a sovereign na-
tion capable of handling its own administration of criminal justice. As
such, Saudi Arabia is said to have the right to make and enforce its
own laws' 84 without interference from other countries.
The case of Scott Nelson represents a chilling illustration of the
U.S. government's position when dealing with laws and law enforce-
ment of foreign sovereign nations. After enduring brutal torture
while imprisoned in Saudi Arabia, Mr. Nelson attempted to sue Saudi
Arabia in a U.S. courtroom for compensatory and punitive dam-
ages.185 In that suit, the Justice Department ultimately took Saudi
Arabia's side and filed a brief on Saudi Arabia's behalf.18 6 The Justice
Department argued that the injuries suffered by Mr. Nelson were the
result of sovereign law enforcement activities, and therefore, under
the 1976 Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 87 Saudi Arabia was im-
mune from liability in U.S. courts.188 Given the U.S. government's
position, Mr. Nelson feels he suffered twice: "First in 1984, when [he]
was tortured by police in Saudi Arabia... The second.., when the
183. Id. at 128.
184. Id. at 130.
185. Nelson v. Saudi Arabia, 923 F.2d 1528 (11th Cir. 1991).
186. Supreme Court Roundup, N.Y. TIMEs, June 9, 1992, at Al.
187. 28 U.S.C. §§ 1604-1607 (1967). The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act outlines
the rules regarding general foreign state immunity from the jurisdiction of United States
federal and state courts.
188. Supreme Court Ponders Liability of Saudi Arabia for Torture of U.S. Engineer Re-
cruited in Florida, BNA WASHINGTON INSIDER, Dec. 1, 1992, available in LEXIS, Nexis
Library, BNAWI File. Ultimately the Supreme Court agreed with the U.S. government
and found Saudi Arabia immune from suit. Saudi Arabia v. Nelson, - U.S. _, 113 S. Ct.
1471, 123 L. Ed. 2d 47 (1993).
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U.S. government sided with the Saudis in his court battle for compen-
sation for his injuries."'
1 89
Even given Saudi Arabia's status as a sovereign nation, however,
that status does not give it the right to enforce laws which clearly vio-
late the minimum standards of humane treatment. Although Ameri-
cans who work and travel in Saudi Arabia voluntarily place
themselves under the Saudi legal system,"9 their human rights still
deserve protection. Furthermore, with the glaring exception of Saudi
Arabia, the United States has a general policy of expressing its discon-
tent to countries that consistently violate minimum human rights stan-
dards, regardless of a professed obligation to respect other nations'
governments. As a result, this so-called obligation of the United
States to respect sovereign nations is by no means an obligation that
the United States consistently fulfills.
3. Protection of U.S. Relations with Saudi Arabia
The most often noted justification for the government's virtual
silence toward human rights abuses in Saudi Arabia is the United
States interest in maintaining a congenial relationship with Saudi Ara-
bia. Saudi Arabia is important to the United States both commer-
cially and strategically.
Saudi Arabia is the United States fourteenth largest export mar-
ket with merchandise exports of $3.4 billion in 1986.191 In fact, ac-
cording to Saudi trade data, the United States was Saudi Arabia's
leading supplier in 1986, capturing 17.4 percent of the market. 92 Fur-
thermore, the United States relies heavily on Saudi imports, mainly
petroleum related, which were valued at just over $4 billion in 1986.193
Unfortunately, as was observed by U.S. Representative Christopher
Smith at a 1990 House Committee Hearing ("1990 Hearing"), "when
it comes to administration policy, [the United States') commitment to
human rights rises and falls, inversely, to the amount of commercial
contact we have with the offending country.1
194
189. Case Focuses on Rights of U.S. Workers Overseas, USA TODAY, Nov. 30,1992, at
8A.
190. Id.
191. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 142.
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194. U.S. Human Rights Policy and Review of the State Department's Country Reports
on Human Rights Practices for 1989: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Human Rights and
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A good relationship between Saudi Arabia and the United States
is also of great value to the U.S. Department of Defense. Saudi Ara-
bia is a major buyer of U.S. weapons.195 Furthermore, as was demon-
strated by the Gulf War, Saudi Arabia is a crucial and powerful ally to
the United States in the seemingly enemy-filled Middle East. The ex-
tent to which weapons sales are prioritized over human rights is illus-
trated by an off-the-cuff remark by Richard Schifter 19 6 at the 1990
Hearing. Representative Tom Lantos was voicing his disgust with the
continuing human rights violations in Saudi Arabia and ultimately re-
quested an explanation for the U.S. government's failure to engage in
human rights discussions with Saudi Arabia. 197 Mr. Schifter re-
sponded: "Congressman, I would assume that we have not engaged in
human rights discussions with the government... because we're en-
gaging in missile conversations, that's why."198 Although one can cer-
tainly understand the importance of maintaining friendly and
profitable relations with Saudi Arabia, the U.S. government cannot
continue to shirk its responsibility to protect its citizens abroad.
Indeed, trade is important to the U.S. economy and defense strat-
egy is important to the safety of the United States. Still, the trade and
defense strategy presently pursued by the U.S. government involving
Saudi Arabia flies in the face of seemingly countless Saudi violations
of American citizens' basic human rights. Instead of fostering a con-
genial relationship with Saudi Arabia as a trade and defense strategic
partner, the United States should be dedicated to communicating its
disgust with the treatment of incarcerated or accused American citi-
zens in Saudi Arabia. U.S. government action to cu:rb Saudi Arabia's
blatant abuse of the human fights of American citizens should take
priority over trade and defense strategy.
Whether it be its respect for Saudi Arabia as a sovereign nation,
its belief that the problem is not widespread enough to merit interven-
tion, or more likely its refusal to jeopardize the United States-Saudi
Arabia relationship, the United States has decided essentially to ig-
Sess. 45 (1990) [hereinafter 1990 Hearing] (testimony of U.S. Representative Christopher
Smith).
195. During the 1980s alone, US foreign military sales agreements with Saudi Arabia
totaled $15 billion. Proposed Tank Sale to Saudi Arabia: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on
Arms Control, International Security and Science, and On Europe and the Middle East of
the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 101st Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1989).
196. Richard Schifter was the Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Department of State's
Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs.
197. 1990 Hearing, supra note 194, at 37 (questioning by U.S. Representative Lantos).
198. Id. (testimony of Mr. Schifter)
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nore the plight of its citizens entangled in the Saudi system of criminal
punishment. Sadly enough, "Saudi Arabia is probably the only coun-
try in the world where the United States makes no effort to influence
the condition of human rights."'199
VII REVISING U.S. FOREIGN POLICY REGARDING
THE PROTECTION OF AMERICAN CITIZENS
IMPRISONED IN SAUDI ARABIA
The present failure to protect American citizens living in Saudi
Arabia is by any standard unacceptable and will remain unacceptable
as long as Saudi officials use torture and inhumane punishment.
United States inaction has brought about considerable criticism. For
instance, at the 1990 Hearing, U.S. Representative Lantos questioned
Chairman Gus Yatron about the present treatment of American citi-
zens in Saudi Arabia.2 w Representative Lantos said,
I must say that I am puzzled... that the outrageous human rights
practices involving American citizens continue in Saudi Arabia. It
was in this room just a couple of years ago that we held a hearing on
the violations of human rights of American citizens in Saudi Arabia,
and apparently those violations continue. Flogging of American cit-
izens for, quote unquote, alcohol-related offenses, which I suspect
may have meant that somebody had a can of beer and was
flogged.z01
Fortunately, the United States can take a number of actions to
remedy this unacceptable situation. For example, the United States
can negotiate with Saudi Arabia a bilateral agreement requiring Saudi
officials to notify the U.S. Consul immediately when an American citi-
zen is taken into Saudi custody. Certainly, one reason Saudi officials
continue to freely torture American citizens in their custody is their
belief that consular officers will not be notified until a much later date.
By summoning a consular officer to the jail immediately, Saudi offi-
cials may be deterred from using torture.
The United States could also demand private conferences be-
tween consular officers and American prisoners. Presently, a Saudi
guard must be in the room when a consular officer visits American
199. The Saudis as Allies, Thm JERuSALEm PosT, Dec. 27, 1990, available in LEXIS,
World Library, J Post File.
200. 1990 Hearing, supra note 194, at 12-13 (testimony of U.S. Representative Lantos).
201. Id.
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prisoners.20 2 This is surely calculated to intimidate the American pris-
oner. The prisoner may be too frightened to tell the consular officer
of any torture treatment. As a result, the consular officer will be un-
able to protect the American prisoner from further torture.
A further means to protect American citizens in Saudi Arabia
involves State Department implementation of more effective proce-
dures for protest. Under a new procedure, all allegations of Saudi
abuse in jail should be collected by the State Department and submit-
ted to the proper Saudi authorities. In that way, the data will more
accurately reflect the true extent of the torture and inhumane punish-
ment. Certainly, this will not guarantee that the Saudi government
will comply with minimum human rights standards, but it will put
Saudi authorities on formal notice. If the Saudi government then con-
tinues the abuse after a flood of formal protests, more severe action
by the United States will at least be anticipated.
The United States should also protect American citizens by at-
tempting to obtain jurisdiction in those cases where an American citi-
zen is the defendant. Although obtaining jurisdiction is not possible
in all cases, it is certainly an avenue worth pursuing, given the barbaric
consequences if punishment is left to the Saudi penal system.
Finally, by far the most effective way for the U.S. government to
protect its citizens living in Saudi Arabia is to implement a policy
which will ensure Saudi Arabia's compliance with minimum standards
of humane treatment. Such a policy could use threats of sanctions,
actual implementation of sanctions, denial of visas for Saudis wishing
to enter the United States, or other equally effective methods to deter
the Saudi government from falling below this minimum level.
While some may assert that the United States cannot force Saudi
Arabia to comply with international human rights standards, they
overlook the incredible leverage the United States has at its disposal.
Saudi Arabia benefits as much as, if not more than, the United States
from their commercial trade relationship. By threatening that it will
not import Saudi Arabian products, most notably oil, or export Amer-
ican products to Saudi Arabia until Saudi Arabia meets the minimum
standards of international human rights, the United States could be
quite persuasive. Furthermore, as was so eloquently pointed out by
Representative Christopher Smith at the 1990 Hearing, "they [Saudi
Arabia] want our military weapons, they drool for our military weap-
202. 1987 Hearing, supra note 1, at 174.
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ons; and you want us to believe that we have no leverage."20 3 Quite
the contrary, the United States has a great deal of leverage and if used
wisely, it can force Saudi Arabia to cease its torture treatments and its
infliction of inhumane punishment on American citizens. Saudi Ara-
bia can simply invoke the Islamic tradition of leniency toward foreign-
ers to account for the disparate treatment of American citizens.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Violations of human rights in Saudi Arabia take place throughout
the jails and the entire system of criminal law. American citizens who
are prisoners in Saudi Arabia are forced to endure routine torture.
Furthermore, many of those prisoners who are eventually convicted of
crimes receive inhumane Islamic punishments. In both of these situa-
tions, the human rights of American citizens are seriously abused.
The present policy of the U.S. government toward Saudi Arabia
regarding human rights abuses is ineffectual at best. Given that the
U.S. government has significant leverage to influence the actions of
the Saudi Arabian government and its officials, this ineffectiveness is
indefensible.
The U.S. government has a duty, as protector of its citizens, to
use whatever leverage it has to protect its citizens from any human
rights violations. There exist a variety of means by which the United
States can manipulate this leverage to effectuate the desired result of
an end to human rights abuses of American citizens in Saudi Arabia.
Unfortunately, so long as the U.S. government continues to ignore its
duty and ability to effectuate change, more and more American citi-
zens will fall prey to torture, floggings, and amputations - all serious
human rights violations.
203. 1990 Hearing, supra note 194, at 45 (testimony of U.S. Representative Christopher
Smith).
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